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Chapter 3310-3311

At this moment, the performance is backstage.

In Stefanie Sun’s lounge, Zuri, with red eyes, personally helped her take off the wedding dress
carefully. He choked with distress in his mouth: “Stefanie, I really don’t understand. Since you
have already decided, here I wore a wedding dress at the concert, why didn’t you name
Charlie’s name?”

Speaking of which. She complained a little bit angrily: “If you want me to say, you should be in
front of tens of thousands of viewers, in front of fans across the country. Directly forcing him
to marry! Once the wedding dress is worn, you can call his name and let him go on stage. On
the stage, in front of everyone, I asked him when he would fulfill his promise.”

Stefanie Sun looked at herself in the mirror, carefully removed the shiny diamond earrings,
and said with a smile: “You, must have watched too many romantic idol dramas. Feelings and
marriage are not forced, so why use your own? The influence makes people unable to come to
Taiwan? Isn’t it true that no one in the entertainment industry has done such a thing, and the
result is still a divorce?”

After speaking, Stefanie Sun said very seriously: “Today is the first time I celebrated Charlie’s
birthday after so many years. I didn’t want to take this opportunity to force him to marry Me .
I just wanted to tell him personally on her birthday. What kind of feelings have I had for him
over the years, and I have already agreed. After waiting for him for three years, if I call his
name on the spot at this time and ask him when he will honor his promise, it will be my own
contradiction.”

Zuri said dejectedly: “But your confession battle today is really too big, and you have to
completely withdraw from the entertainment circle, things, you have paid so much for him, if
you don’t push him a little, in case he regrets it. What do you do if he fails? What if he doesn’t
fulfill his promise after three years?”

Stefanie Sun said seriously: “If he really can’t keep his promise. Then I won’t blame him.”

“What?!” Zuri said dumbfounded: “Don’t blame him, I’ll tell you Stefanie Sun, my Charlie will
not fulfill his promise after three years, and I will be the first Zuri to refuse him! At that time, I
will have to expose it online. This badass!”

Stefanie Sun hurriedly said: “Don’t talk nonsense! Charlie’s family is kind to our family. His
father helped our family a lot before. My father’s life was also saved by Charlie. There is such
a great kindness, no matter Charlie What kind of decision He makes, I willingly and fully
accept it.”

Zuri anxiously like an ant on a hot pot: “Stefanie Sun. How can you think that? He is kind to
your family, but don’t you have no affection for him? The video at the beginning of the
concert, no Is it because you have given him silently for so many years? Is it because he saved
your father, and you have paid so many years, he can completely let you down?”



Stefanie Sun said more or less impatiently: “Oh, well, you talk the most! Hurry up and help me
take off my wedding dress. I’ll have to catch a plane later.”

Zuri hurriedly asked: “Are you leaving at night?”

“Yeah.” Stefanie Sun said: “The concert is over. There is nothing to do with me. You stay here
to deal with the aftermath with the executive company. I will return to Eastcliff first to
prepare for the next concert. “

Zuri said: “Then there is no need to catch a plane so late, take a rest for the night, and wait
until tomorrow to leave.”

After speaking, Zuri said a little angrily: “You confessed so affectionately at the concert, but
Charlie took his wife home directly after watching the concert. Don’t you want to stay one
more day, See if he will give you an explanation?”

“No.” Stefanie Sun said with a smile: “I’ve said it all, I just want Charlie to know clearly what I
really feel about him is enough.”

“That’s why I didn’t put any frontal photos of him on the video of the concert. Even the frontal
photos from my childhood were not released. And I didn’t publicly say that today is his
birthday or publicly say that he is on the scene today. , I just don’t want anyone else to guess
that my Prince Charming is him, especially I don’t want his wife to doubt.”
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